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Progress in theoretical understanding of the Dimits
shift and the tertiary instability in drift-wave

turbulence
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A natural way to control turbulence in magnetic fusion devices is to take advantage of zonal flows, which form
spontaneously and can reduce the turbulence level. Zonal flows can even suppress turbulence completely
in a certain parameter range where drift-wave instabilities would otherwise develop. But exploiting this
effect, known as the Dimits shift, requires understanding of its physics, which has been unclear. Here, a
generic understanding of the Dimits shift in electrostatic drift-wave turbulence is obtained, for the first time,
by studying the tertiary instability of a zonal flow within reduced turbulence models (Ref. 1). We show
that tertiary modes are localized near extrema of the zonal-flow velocity U(x) with respect to the radial
coordinate x. These modes can be described as quantum harmonic oscillators with complex frequencies, so
their spectrum can be readily calculated. The corresponding growth rate γTI is derived within the modified
Hasegawa–Wakatani model. We show that γTI equals the primary-instability growth rate plus a term that
depends on the local flow “curvature” d2U/dx2; hence, the instability threshold is shifted compared to that
in homogeneous turbulence. This shift is the Dimits shift, which we find explicitly in the Terry–Horton limit,
and our analytic predictions agree well with results of numerical simulations. Our theory of the tertiary
instability also extends to other turbulence models. For example, the key features of the tertiary instability of
ion-temperature-gradient mode are reproduced by our theory and verified by gyrokinetic simulations.

Plasma microturbulence causes anomalous transport of particles and energy and sets the core plasma profile
in tokamaks, where the underlying “primary” drift-wave (DW) instabilities develop if the plasma temperature
and (or) density gradient exceed a certain threshold. However, having their linear growth rate γPI above
zero is not enough to make plasma turbulent, because the “secondary instability” can suppress turbulence by
generating zonal flows (ZFs); hence, the threshold for the onset of turbulence is modified compared to the
linear theory. This constitutes the so-called Dimits shift (Ref. 2), which has been attracting attention for two
decades. The finite value of the Dimits shift is commonly attributed to the “tertiary instability” (TI) (Ref. 3),
and some theories of the TI have been proposed. However, basic understanding and generic description of
the TI and the Dimits shift have been elusive.

Here, we propose a quantitative theory of the TI based on reduced models of DW turbulence; we also use this
theory to explain the Dimits shift and, in some cases, even to calculate it semi-analytically (Ref. 1). We start
by noticing that according to several numerical studies (Refs. 3-5), DW turbulence in the Dimits regime is lo-
calized near extrema of the ZF velocityU(x). Assuming such localization, we derive an approximate equation
that governs the localized DW modes. This equation coincides with that of a quantum harmonic oscillator
with a complex frequency; hence, the mode structures and the growth rates are readily found analytically.
Having γTI = 0 corresponds to the threshold at which plasma becomes turbulent. This threshold is shifted
relative to that of the primary instability in homogeneous turbulence, and that is precisely the Dimits shift.

Using the modified Hasegawa–Wakatani model, we calculate γTI analytically (Fig. 1) and find that the TI
has features different from those that are commonly expected. First, the TI modes are different near maxima
and minima of the ZF velocity and has a broad Fourier spectrum (in x); hence, they cannot be described
adequately within the few-harmonic approximation, contrary to some previous theories. Second, the growth
rates can be written as γTI = γPI + ∆γ(C), where C .

= d2U/dx2 is the local ZF “curvature”, and ∆γ
becomes zero in the absence of the ZF. Therefore, the TI can be considered as a primary instability modified
by the ZF curvature. The fact that ∆γ is controlled by the ZF curvature is in variance with the conventional
understanding that turbulence is regulated by the ZF shear |dU/dx|. Also contrary to what is commonly
assumed, the TI is distinct from the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability. In the modified Hasegawa–Wakatani model
that we use, Kelvin–Helmholtz modes are stabilized by the adiabatic electron response, while the TI is still
present. Similar features of the TI are found within the ion-temperature-gradient-mode model introduced in
Ref. 3. This has been tested in slab-geometry gyrokinetic simulations using the code GS2 (Ref. 7).
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Figure 1: (a) The tertiary-mode structures in a ZF with velocity U(x): numerical eigenmodes (color)
versus analytic solutions (dashed contours). Here, x is radial coordinate and y is poloidal coordinate.
The mode structures are different near the minimum and the maximum of U . (b) The corresponding
growth rates. The superscript ”N” stands for numerical eigenvalues, and ”A” stands for analytic results.
The subscript ”R” refers to mode localized near the minimum of U (”runaway” mode), and ”T” refers to
mode localized near the maximum of U (”trapped” mode). The terminology is explained in Ref. 1.

Figure 2: Dimits shift within the modified Terry–Horton model: numerical results (blue circles for ZF-
dominated states, red crosses for turbulent states) versus our analytic predictions (black curves). Here,
κ is proportional to the density gradient, which is assumed constant; also, δ is the phase shift between
the fluctuations of the density and electrostatic potential. The Dimits shift∆DS is the distance between
the thresholds of the primary and tertiary instabilities (dashed and solid curves, respectively). The two
figures correspond to two different models of D̂ that describes DW damping. See Ref. 1 for details.
Simulation details can also be found in Ref. 6, where similar numerical results are compared with a
different theory.

Understanding the growth rate γTI = γPI+∆γ(C) provides a generic explanation of theDimits shift. We have
calculated∆γ(C) explicitly within the modified Terry–Horton model (as the adiabatic limit of the Hasegawa–
Wakatani model) and used those results to determine the Dimits shift in this model. As seen in Fig. 2, our
theory shows good agreement with simulations.

In summary, our work provides a generic qualitative understanding of the Dimits shift and also leads to (semi-)
analytic predictions of this shift within a number of reduced models of DW turbulence.
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